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Abstract
Public authorities and road users alike are increasingly concerned by recent
trends in road safety outcomes in Barcelona, which is the European city with the
highest number of registered Powered Two-Wheel (PTW) vehicles per
inhabitant,. In this study we explore the determinants of motorcycle and moped
accident severity in a large urban area, drawing on Barcelona’s local police
database (2002-2008). We apply non-parametric regression techniques to
characterize PTW accidents and parametric methods to investigate the factors
influencing their severity. Our results show that PTW accident victims are more
vulnerable, showing greater degrees of accident severity, than other traffic
victims. Speed violations and alcohol consumption provide the worst health
outcomes. Demographic and environment-related risk factors, in addition to
helmet use, play an important role in determining accident severity. Thus, this
study furthers our understanding of the most vulnerable vehicle types, while our
results have direct implications for local policy makers in their fight to reduce the
severity of PTW accidents in large urban areas.
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Exploring Determinants of Urban Motorcycle Accident Severity: The
Case of Barcelona
1. Introduction
Recent road safety trends in developed countries highlight the success of safety measures
being taken by the public authorities, or as a result of public concern. The European Union
countries, for example, have achieved significant reductions in road accident outcomes,
presenting a decreasing trend in the annual number of fatalities (Figure 1), albeit that the
reduction in the number of injuries is not so clear (Table 1). All in all, these states have
recorded a significant effectiveness in combating road accident severity, which has had a
direct effect on health impacts and associated socioeconomic costs (Hotz et al., 2004;
Mayou and Bryant, 2003; Wells et al., 2004).
Yet, this success must be treated with caution: first, because of the high number of
deaths that continue to be caused by road accidents and, second, because if we disaggregate
the number of road traffic deaths by vehicle type it becomes apparent that this promising
outcome is not consistently supported for all vehicle types (Table 1). In fact, as in the US
where annual motorcyclist fatalities more than doubled between 1997 and 2005 (Dee,
2008), motorcyclist fatalities increased by 22% between 1996 and 2005. Moreover, as
Figure 2 shows, this is the sole means of transport to record a rise in the annual number of
fatalities and to show an increasing trend over the last decade (Table 1). Figure 1 shows
how Powered Two-Wheeler (PTW) fatalities as a share of total annual fatalities have
increased recently. But as moped-related fatalities have fallen by more than 40% for the
same period, it is clear that this result is primarily attributable to motorcycle-related deaths.
<< Insert Figure 1 about here >>
<<Insert Table 1 about here >>
<<Insert Figure 2 about here >>
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Powered Two-Wheelers (PTWs) are usually seen by the public and local authorities alike
as a type of vehicle that can alleviate congestion and facilitate both mobility and parking in
busy city centers. Nonetheless, PTWs are the most vulnerable of powered transport modes
because of their lack of safety devices and the absence of a protecting chassis for drivers
and passenger, which means motorcycle riders are more likely to suffer fatalities than car
occupants (Lin and Kraus, 2008). Thus, the safety performance of PTWs is a key focal
point in road safety campaigns, particularly in light of the rise in the number of
motorcyclist fatalities highlighted above.
Elliott et al. (2007) stress the importance of gaining an understanding of the ways in
which motorcycle crashes occur in order to reduce fatality rates. We also sustain that
identifying the causes of their severity can provide important insights as well. However,
the road safety literature does not provide enough research on accidents of this type,
leaving initial findings somewhat inconclusive. Examples, however, of recent attempts to
further research in this field include Cummings et al. (2006), Langley et al. (2000), Law et al
(2008), Lin et al. (2003), Preusser et al. (1995) and Radin Umar et al. (1995, 1996) among
others.
The analysis of PTW safety outcomes and their determinants is of importance both
within and outside urban areas, since almost half of such fatalities occur in these zones. In
particular, urban PTW fatalities accounted for 45% of total PTW fatalities in the European
Union in the year 2005 according to the annual statistical report of the European Road
Safety Observatory (2008). Similarly, motorcyclist fatalities are predominant in both areas
representing 68% of urban PTW deaths and 76% of deaths in non-urban zones.
This study seeks to examine the main causes of the different degrees of accident severity
suffered by victims in PTW accidents – distinguishing between motorcycles and mopeds.
The study draws on a rich database kept by the local police in Barcelona (Spain), the
second largest city in Spain. Barcelona is an interesting case to examine because it is one of
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the cities with the highest absolute number of registered PTWs in Europe – second only to
Rome (Italy) – and the city with the most PTW vehicles per inhabitant. In addition, this
city has recently recorded a rise in the ownership of motorcycles, associated with a rising
number of accidents and victims (Tables 2 and 3).1
<<Insert tables 2 and 3 about here >>
Our results show that PTW-related victims are more vulnerable in terms of their severity
outcomes than other traffic accident victims. Speed violations, alcohol consumption, age
and gender, as well as congestion, the number of vehicles involved, the number of road
lanes, and helmet use, all play a key role in determining accident severity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the data source
drawn on in order to estimate the factors that might account for motorcycle accidents and
their severity, while section 3 seeks to explain the methodology adopted in conducting our
analysis. We present and discuss our results in section 4 and then highlight the main
conclusions and policy implications in the last two sections of the study.

2. Data
This study draws on the database kept by the local police in Barcelona. It is a rich source of
data on the road accidents that occurred in the city of Barcelona between 2002 and 20082,
providing information about the victims, the location of the accidents, their causes, the
degree of severity in terms of the number of fatalities and the number and type of vehicles
involved. The dataset also provides certain details regarding victims and accidents including
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This increase in the number of motorcycles can be attributed, in part, to a regulatory measure enacted in
2004 that permitted car-license holders with more than three years’ driving experience to ride motorbikes up
to 125cc. This measure was introduced in an attempt at improving traffic flow and at reducing the number of
automobiles with just one occupant. The regulation coincided with a local council initiative promoting a new
form of public transport, known as “bicing”, based on a public pedal cycle renting service. The result of these
modal changes in Barcelona has been an increase in the number of motorcycle-related victims, giving rise to
the growing concern of public authorities and road users for PTW road safety.
2 Data for 2008 are available until April of that year.
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the results of alcohol tests administered and the state of the road at the time of the
accident.
The dataset stores 175 037 observations about road accident victims in the city of
Barcelona, of which 57 488 were victims of PTW accidents. The dataset shows that the
number of PTW-accident victims maintained a steady trend at over 8 500 victims between
2002 and 2004. However, an increase was recorded in 2005, which contrasted with the
number of car accident victims which began to fall in that year. The increase in PTW
victims continued until 2007 when there were 9 652 traffic accident victims. This
divergence in the trends of car- and PTW-victim numbers adds further interest to this
study of PTW victims and is consistent with international trends.
Thus, from our database we can describe a preliminary profile of the average victim of a
PTW accident: male, just over 31 years of age traveling on an urban road, in free-flowing
traffic, involved in an accident attributable to speed violations or alcohol consumption. It is
also highly likely that the weather at the time of the accident was good and the victim was
either slightly or seriously injured in the accident. Non-parametric regressions should,
however, tell us more about the characterization of PTW accident victims in the city of
Barcelona.

3. Methods
We first conducted a non-parametric analysis of the data using spline regressions so as to
characterize PTW accidents in Barcelona. Secondly, we used parametric techniques to
determine the associated severity of PTW accidents. To do this, we applied an ordered
multinomial logistic model to estimate the determinants of accident severity risk.
3.1 Characterization of PTW accidents in Barcelona: Non-parametric analysis
Non-parametric analysis using spline techniques is a suitable tool for examining data in
which the functional form relating the variables of interest is unclear. More specifically,
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spline regressions provide polynomial functions by segments, where all segments are
interconnected at points or knots. These knots are not necesarilly equidistant, but rather
the distance separating them depends on the functional relationship being fitted in each
case.
In conducting a spline regression, it is first necessary to take into account the trade-off
between the main components in the polynomial: on the one hand, the closeness of the
fitted function to the available real data and, on the other, the penalty function related to
the curvature. Selecting the parameter that determines the trade-off between these two
terms is critical in ensuring the accuracy of the fitted functional form. In this study, we
selected this parameter by employing a cross-validation process. This involved starting
from a set of values for the parameter and choosing the one which minimizes the
prediction error out of the sample.
Spline regressions are, also, particularly useful when some of the variables involved are
discrete, which is the case here with most of the variables drawn from the local police
database.
Finally, the non-parametric regressions undertaken here used the age of victims variable
so as to have a continuous variable in the analysis. The aim of using the age variable is
twofold: firstly, because including the age adds explanatory power to the regressions,
enabling us to establish behavior patterns by age bands and, secondly, the continuous
nature of the age variable helps, at times quite crucially, to interpret the results obtained
from the splines more accurately.
All regressions are disagregated by PTW-vehicle type in order to identify differences in
the characteristics of motorcycle and moped accidents. These we analyze in terms of age,
the influence of particular patterns of behavior by gender in terms of the causes of the
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accident and, finally, the role played by the road (urban or interurban) on which the
accident took place.
The results derived from this preliminary analysis provide the framework for the next step
which is an investigation of the determinants of PTW-accident severity.
3.2 Risk factors explaining PTW-accident severity
Degrees of accident severity are included in the local police database for Barcelona,
thereby enabling us to construct a categorical variable that captures different ranks of
severity. Once an ordered dependent variable has been obtained, we can then use it to
estimate the determinants of differences in the degree of accident severity. Thus, the
endogenous variable Severity contains three increasing degrees of severity according to
police reports following the accident: non-severe, severe and fatal. We can then apply an
ordered multinomial logistic regression using the following groups of potential
determinants as explanatory variables of accident severity:
3.2.1 Demographic risk factors
The local police database includes data on the age and gender of each victim. We
proceeded to categorize the continuous age variable using different age groups to identify
heterogeneous severity patterns. The base category was the group of youngest victims i.e.,
those under the age of 20. Therefore, the odds ratios associated with all the other age
groups are compared with this youngest group. In addition, we identified the gender of the
victims using the variable Male, as it is commonly assumed and regularly found that gender
affects road driving behavior (Turner and McClure, 2003). Thus, it is reasonable to expect
different severity outcomes.
3.2.2 Environment-related risk factors
The severity of an accident can be determined by several environmental elements that
favor low health impacts or, on the contrary, aggravate the risk of suffering a severe
accident. On the one hand, we control by traffic density. The studies undertaken by
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Noland et al (2008) and Noland and Quddus (2004 and 2005) report the positive impact of
congestion on road safety outcomes. In their analysis of London’s traffic, they conclude
that their results are inconclusive and suspect that the role of congestion as a mitigator of
crash severity is less likely to be present in urban conditions than it is on motorways. Here,
therefore, we include congestion to test the hypothesis that it reduces severity owing to
lower vehicle speeds and less space in a large city like Barcelona.
A further factor we consider is the number of vehicles involved in the accident. We
expect to find different severity patterns resulting from accidents involving one vehicle and
those involving two or more. We also take into consideration the number of traffic lanes at
the site of the accident, as we expect road width and lane choice to be significant factors of
accident outcomes. A related factor that we include here are the city’s ring roads, which
serve as interurban or access roads. We expect urban and interurban mobility to differ and,
for this reason, we also expect road accident severity to be different.
Finally, we include a weather-related variable to capture the effect of rain on accident
severity. Bad weather conditions are expected to affect road safety, but different transport
modal choice is usually recognized, especially by two-wheel users when it rains. This
counter-effect, as well as the fact that speed is reduced because of wet conditions, can
offset the expected severity damage.
3.2.3 Primary causes of accidents
Following a traffic accident, the local police unit establishes the main cause of the crash.
The most common causes included in the database are those related to alcohol
consumption, speed violations and poor road surfaces. The first two have been well
defined and are widely discussed in the literature (see, Albalate, 2008; Dee and Sela, 2003;
Kasantikul et al., 2005). Therefore, we included these three categories and then compared
them with other potential causes.
3.2.4 Safety devices and regulatory measures
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Most drivers can rely on various safety devices to reduce the effects of an accident –
helmets in the case of motorcycle and moped riders and seat-belts for the users of nonPTW vehicles. And, as we would expect to find lower degrees of accident severity in
victims using these devices (Cohen and Einav, 2003; Dee, 2008; Houston and Richardson,
2008; Loeb, 2001), we introduce a binary variable identifying the use of such a device by
the victim. Two studies have, in fact, confirmed the effectiveness of the implementation of
the compulsory use of helmets in Barcelona (Ballart and Riba, 1995; Ferrando et al., 2000).
Finally, to reflect the change in the regulation allowing car drivers with more than 3 years’
experience to use a certain class of motorcycle, we introduced a dummy variable with a
value of 1 to indicate the years following this change and 0 for the years preceding it. This
variable was labeled Regulation_2004 and aimed to capture the effect of the increase in the
number of motorcycles in the city of Barcelona. As Segui-Gómez and Lopez-Valdes (2007)
point out, it is no surprise that the number of fatal motorcycle-related crashes increased
between 2003 and 2005 in Barcelona, despite the more widespread use of helmets. Further,
Paulozzi (2005) has described a positive relationship between motorcycle sales and
mortality rates in the US. By contrast, Magazzù et al. (2006) stress that drivers owning a
motorcycle license tend to be less responsible for motorcycle–car crashes than drivers who
do not hold one. However, the regulation was introduced in Barcelona as a means of
alleviating urban traffic congestion without considering any potentially negative impact on
road safety.
3.2.5 Vehicle vulnerability
One of the assumptions underlying this study is that PTW vehicles are more vulnerable
in accidents than other vehicles. This point has been argued and demonstrated by several
previous studies. To show that victims riding this type of vehicle present worse severity
outcomes than other road accident victims, we include two variables identifying victims as
having been involved in either motorcycle or moped accidents. The odds ratio of these
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explanatory variables then have to be compared to those obtained for all other vehicles in
the estimation of the whole sample of victims.

4. Results
Here, we present the main characteristics of PTW-accident victims so as to gain an insight
into the types of accident in which they tend to be involved. Then, we present our main
findings from the analyses conducted in which we examine the degree of severity of these
accidents.
4.1 Profile of PTW accidents
Our presentation of the results begins by examining the relationship between the age of
the victims and the causes of their accidents, distinguishing between motorcycles and
mopeds (see Figure 3). In the case of motorcycles, it is evident that the main cause of
accidents for all victims under the age of 60 is a violation of the speed limit. At older ages,
however, other factors seem to have contributed to the accidents. A certain amount of
caution, though, is required in interpreting this last result, since the number of observations
is markedly lower for this age group, affecting to some degree the accuracy of the nonparametric estimation. In the case of mopeds, alcohol consumption was found to be the
main contributory factor in accidents involving riders between the ages of 35 and 55.
The second relationship analyzed here was that which existed between the causes of the
accident and the gender of the victims, taking into consideration once again the age of the
victim and the PTW type (motorcycle or moped). Figure 4a indicates a range of different
causes of motorcycle accidents depending on the gender of the victim. For male users, the
main cause of accidents, across most age groups, was a speed violation. However, there
was a wider range of causes of accidents involving female riders, including alcohol
consumption, speed violations and bad road conditions. Thus, our results point to a more
complex behavior in the case of female victims of motorcycle accidents.
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In the case of mopeds, Figure 4b again reveals differences in behavior according to
gender. For men, we found the same relationship as that observed between age and the
causes of motorcycles accidents, while the behavior of women was more complex.
However, alcohol consumption was not a particularly relevant factor. By contrast, speed
violations were significant for young female drivers, while poor road conditions were
significant for older female drivers. The consumption of drugs was also a factor in women
aged around 50.
The third relationship we examine is that between the cause of accident and the road type
on which it occurred, distinguishing between urban and interurban roads (see Figures 5a
and 5b, respectively). Figure 5a shows that motorcycles accidents on urban roads are
mainly caused by speed violations. The same is true on interurban roads, although here
road conditions also play an important role. Finally, Figure 5b shows that moped accidents
involving young riders on urban roads are caused mainly by speed violations, those
involving middle-aged victims by alcohol consumption, and once more, those involving
older victims are caused by excess speed. However, in the case of accidents that occurred
on interurban roads, the main cause was speed violations. Yet, here again, given the small
number of observations for victims over 60 years of age caution should be observed when
interpreting the significant fall in the functional relationship for this result.
Following this preliminary analysis, which has served to characterize the profile of PTWaccidents in the city of Barcelona, we now turn to examine the determinants of their
severity.
4.2 Determinants of PTW-accident severity

By applying an ordered multinomial logistic regression model to the local police database
we are able to observe that for all victims involved in motorcycle or moped accidents the
risk of suffering an accident with a high degree of severity is statistically significant and
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greater than that of victims involved in other types of accident (Table 4, specification 1).
Thus, the risk of a motorcycle accident victim suffering a severe accident was 2.3 times
greater than the risk associated with other vehicle types, and the risk for a moped accident
victim was 1.83 times higher, according to the respective odds ratio and the 95%
confidence intervals. Therefore, we can confirm that PTW users are more vulnerable than
other road users to suffering severe accidents. These differences in accident severity stress
the importance of analyzing the particular factors that might have an impact on the degree
of severity of PTW accidents.
<< Insert table 4 about here >>

Having estimated the main determinants of accident severity for all vehicle types, we
replicated the same estimation using separate data for PTW victims in order to identify
heterogeneous severity patterns with the rest of vehicles. Specification (2) replicates the
estimation for motorcycle victims and specification (3) does the same for moped victims.
The rest of vehicle-related victims are also treated separately in specification (4).
The main risk factor involved in severe accidents was found to be speed violations. This
result was confirmed by both aggregate and restricted estimations based on different
subsets of vehicle-type victims. Thus, victims of accidents attributable to speed violations
seem more likely to suffer a severe outcome (almost five times more probable than for any
other accident cause when estimates are conducted for the whole sample of victims). In the
case of motorcycle-related victims (specification 2), this odds ratio is even greater (6.29).
Alcohol consumption was also found to be statistically significant at the 95% confidence
interval, increasing the severity risk in PTW accident victims (specifications 2 and 3),
while poor road surfaces had the opposite effect, suggesting that these accidents are not as
dangerous as those attributable to excess speed or alcohol.
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The demographic variables also provide interesting results. On the one hand, the
coefficient associated with the oldest age group was statistically significant, indicating that
these victims are more likely to suffer more severe accidents than their younger
counterparts, presumably owing to a greater vulnerability because of their age. Although
this result was confirmed for any type of vehicle-related estimation, it was more important
in the case of non-PTW victims. On the other hand, in the case of gender, males are
associated with a higher severity risk (1.38), while no significant differences were found
across disaggregated estimates.
Environment-related risk factors also seem to play an important role in the determination
of accident severity. As shown in Table 4, congestion is associated with lower degrees of
accident severity in Barcelona. This result is particularly important in the case of
motorcycles and in that of non-PTW-accident victims, while for mopeds no statistical
significance was reported. Similarly, interesting results can be drawn from the number of
vehicles involved in the accident. Accidents involving more than one vehicle are associated
with lower degrees of severity compared to those in which just one vehicle is involved,
with the exception of moped-related victims. Similarly, suffering an accident on a road with
more than two lanes favors safety outcomes by reducing the severity risk in all vehicle-type
victims. By contrast, rainy weather does not seem to increase the degree of severity for the
victims.
The impact of ring roads as a location factor of traffic accidents emerges as a key element
for justifying disaggregated estimates by vehicle type. According to specification (1),
which takes into account the whole sample of victims, these interurban routes do not have
any consequences in terms of accident severity. However, when our models are applied to
disaggregated groups of victims it becomes apparent that PTW accident victims tend to
suffer more severe accidents on this type of road than on urban routes, while non-PTW
accident victims seem to suffer less severe accidents on ring roads.
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The last two variables to be tested were those related to safety devices and the regulatory
license change. Both coefficients were statistically significant for the determination of
motorcycle and non-PTW accident victims, while no statistical significance was found in
the case of mopeds. Victims wearing a helmet or seat-belt suffered less severe accidents
than those suffered by victims without these devices in the first two cases, while no
differences were found for moped-related victims. Therefore, the promotion of their use
seems effective, albeit that it is less important in the case of mopeds in Barcelona.
However, the odds ratio associated with the regulatory variable suggests that the new
measure did not increase aggregate victim severity in the city of Barcelona, although it was
probably responsible for a higher number of PTW collisions. In fact, we found that
accidents occurring after its implementation tended to be less severe for all types of
vehicle-related victim.
5. Conclusions
This study has sought to further our understanding of the factors accounting for the
degree of severity of road accidents by drawing on data from Barcelona, the city with the
highest number of registered PTW vehicles per capita in Europe. Our analysis has been
conducted in two stages: first, we characterized the PTW accidents in the city of Barcelona
using non-parametric regression techniques and, second, we estimated the factors that
account for accident severity. In both stages we employed the Barcelona local police
database of registered accidents.
Our analysis confirms that victims of PTW-related accidents tend to suffer more severe
injuries than other road traffic victims, highlighting the need to examine the determinants
of these specific accidents and the characteristics of those involved.
Victims of motorcycle accidents were found to present higher degrees of accident severity
when they presented the following characteristics: male, over 60 years of age, involved in
an accident on a city ring road where the cause was a speed violation or attributable to
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alcohol consumption. By contrast, the degree of severity tended to fall with increasing
congestion, in accidents involving more than one vehicle, on roads with more than two
lanes and where the accident was attributable to deterioration in the road surface. Wearing
a helmet was also found to be a severity-reducing factor, while the regulatory changes
introduced to promote the use of PTWs did not affect the degree of severity recorded for
accidents involving these vehicles.
Victims of moped accidents presented a number of differences, however. These
concerned accidents in congested traffic, those involving more than one vehicle, and the
effectiveness of helmets. The associated coefficients of all these covariates, while significant
for motorcycles, were not statistically significant for mopeds. The same was true of alcohol
consumption as the main cause of the accident, which lost its statistical significance in the
case of mopeds.
Thus, our results show that victims of PTW-related accidents are more vulnerable in
terms of severity than other road accident victims. Further, we are able to provide
interesting insights into the role of environment-related risk factors, demographic
characteristics and helmet use in severity determination. Our study highlights the fact that
PTW accidents are typified by a certain set of characteristics and that the determinants of
accident severity vary according to the type of vehicle involved. As such, our research has
enabled us to further our understanding of the most vulnerable type of vehicles on the
road today and this has obvious implications for local policy makers as they fight to reduce
the number and severity of PTW road accidents. These policy implications are summarized
below.
6. Policy Implications
This study offers a number of insights into PTW-accident profiles and as such has
interesting implications for policy makers seeking to implement measures that might
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increase road safety for these particular users. Thus, although this study is based on local
data from Barcelona, our results are indeed applicable to large urban areas.
First, our study has shown that in large urban areas PTW accident victims are more likely
to suffer severe injuries than non-PTW accident victims. Hence the need for local
authorities to pay particular attention to PTWs when designing road safety programs and
for local police units to consider the specific problems of these vehicles when preparing
their intervention and enforcement plans. Our findings indicate that accidents involving
PTWs are characterized by a different set of characteristics from those present in accidents
involving other types of vehicle. Moreover, the role played by certain determinants of
severity seems to differ according to the type of vehicle. Consequently, authorities need to
adopt a specific road safety policy adapted to the needs of PTWs, and this policy may be
different from that typically implemented for other vehicles.
Further, our study stresses the importance of speed violations and the associated severity
of the accident, to the extent that victims of accidents attributable to drivers having
violated the speed limit present the highest degree of accident severity. Thus, restricting
speed limits is essential, though perhaps not in itself sufficient. Policy makers need to
persevere in their organization of speed control campaigns, while seeking to ensure that
high-risk drivers respect highway regulations. Similar arguments can be made in the cases
of alcohol consumption and the wearing of protective helmets.
Our study also reports evidence of the fact that less traffic congestion - an environmentrelated factor – can increase accident severity. This suggests that measures designed to fight
congestion, such as road-charging schemes, should also take into consideration their
impact on the undesired outcomes of road accidents when they are under review. It is
critical that an undesired result is not permitted at the expense of the benefits gained from
a cut in congestion costs.
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Finally, our study highlights the need for road safety awareness campaigns to target male
drivers. Likewise, particular attention should be given to the older age groups as they are
the ones most likely to suffer the most severe accidents. It would therefore appear logical
to design special safety devices for road users with these demographic characteristics and to
restrict the conditions of PTW use among older drivers.
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TABLES
Table 1. Road safety trends by type of vehicle in the EU14, 1996-2005.
1996
1997
1998
Total Injury Accidents
885 843 893 543 918 118
Total Fatalities
34 868
34 763
34 552
Pedal cycle
1 775
1 809
1 647
Cars and Taxis1 27 677
27 648
27 714
Lorries and heavy goods > 3.5t 1
4 585
4 544
4 521
Lorries and heavy goods <3.5t1
3 503
3 236
2 973
Bus and Coaches
889
1 017
1 007
PTW
5 769
5 981
5 846
Moped
2 455
2 481
2 331
Motorcycle
3 314
3 500
3 515
% PTW Fatalities
16.5
17.2
16.9
Motorcycle
9.5
10
10.1
Moped
7
7.1
6.7
Source: European Road Safety Observatory (2008), CARE database.
1.

1999
938 868
34 151
1 647
27 103
4 671
3 248
905
5 894
2 267
3 627
17.3
10.6
6.6

2000
933 426
33 486
1 507
26 587
4 503
3 035
862
5 832
2 093
3 739
17.4
11.1
6.3

2001
913 814
32 882
1 457
25 979
4 169
3 157
883
5 887
1 931
3 956
17.9
12
5.9

2002
898 347
31 758
1 358
25 323
4 025
2 988
748
5 653
1 680
3 973
17.8
12.5
5.3

2003
856 574
29 243
1 291
22 804
3 686
2 809
773
5 651
1 730
3 921
19.3
13.3
5.9

2004
823 542
26 919
1 210
20 746
3 417
2 464
689
5 484
1 539
3 945
20.4
14.6
5.7

2005
875 613
26 060
1 215
20 051
3 350
2 398
633
5 496
1 449
4 047
21.1
15.5
5.6

% Change
1996-2005
-1%
-25%
-31%
-27%
-27%
-28%
-28%
0%
-41%
22%
28%
63%
-20%

The European Road Safety (2008) provides numbers of fatalities in cars and taxis plus all other vehicle fatalities. This means that car-related and lorry-related fatalities are
over-estimated.

0

Table 2. Registered vehicles in the city of Barcelona 2003-2007.
Registered vehicles in
Barcelona
Total
Passenger cars
Motorcycles
Mopeds
Others
Bicing (Bike renting)

2003
931 258
603 343
144 584
89 579
93 752
-

2004
942 232
607 791
149 363
90 730
94 348
4 216

2005
965 172
617 291
160 392
91 650
95 839
4 552

2006
978 448
616 814
173 190
93 067
95 377
7 696

2007
991 151
617 022
184 888
93 783
95 458
14 696

Change
2003-2007
6%
2%
28%
5%
2%
249%

Source: Department of Statistics, City Council of Barcelona.

Table 3. Number of total victims and fatalities in Barcelona by mode 2002-2007
2002

2003

Number of victims
PTW
8 850
8 681
Rest of vehicles 24 184
25 363
Number of Fatalities
22
PTW
27
44
Rest of vehicles
48
Source: Barcelona Local Police Database.

2004

2005

2006

2007

Change
2003-2007

8 532
24 505

9 230
25 932

9 500
24 986

9 652
25 234

9%
4%

28
44

28
48

39
55

33
46

50%
4%
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Table 4. Logistic Regression. Estimates on the determinants of road accident severity in Barcelona
by type of vehicle 2002-2008.
Explanatory

Total

variables

OR (95% CI)

N

OR (95% CI)

Other

Mopeds

Motorbikes
P>|z|

P>|z|

OR (95% CI)

P>|z|

P>|z|

OR (95% CI)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

64 486

20 412

17 425

26 788

Age
Age20-30

0.89 (0.81-0.98)

0.025

0.94 (0.81-1.10)

0.462

0.92 (0.78-1.09)

0.343

0.78 (0.64-0.96)

0.017

Age 30-40

1.08 (0.78-1.48)

0.628

1.21 (0.80-1.85)

0.358

1.43 (0.60-3.43)

0.420

0.71 (0.39-1.28)

0.258

Age 40-50

1.05 (0.77-1.41)

0.760

1.01 (0.68-1.52)

0.939

0.85 (0.37-1.95)

0.706

1.22 (0.70-2.13)

0.483

Age 50-60

1.30 (0.92-1.85)

0.139

1.26 (0.79-2.03)

0.331

1.14 (0.43-2.99)

0.780

1.65 (0.87-3.15)

0.128

Age >60

2.58 (1.83-3.63)

0.000

1.88 (1.16-3.06)

0.011

2.49 (0.99-6.28)

0.053

3.38 (1.82-6.28)

0.000

Males

1.39 (1.27-1.52)

0.000

1.47 (1.25-1.71)

0.000

1.37 (1.17-1.62)

0.000

1.39 (1.20-1.60)

0.000

Congestion

0.79 (0.70-0.89)

0.000

0.80 (0.67-0.95)

0.000

0.88 (0.70-1.11)

0.284

0.77 (0.61-0.98)

0.034

Nº Vehicles (>1)

0.58 (0.52-0.63)

0.000

0.65 (0.57-0.76)

0.000

1.01 (0.85-1.19)

0.897

0.34 (0.28-0.40)

0.000

Nº Lanes (>2)

0.76 (0.68-0.85)

0.000

0.72 (0.60-0.88)

0.000

0.75 (0.61-0.92)

0.005

0.81 (0.67-0.97)

0.025

Alcohol

1.47 (1.21-1.80)

0.000

1.66 (1.17-2.35)

0.000

1.62 (1.10-2.40)

0.114

1.31 (0.96-1.79)

0.085

Speed

4.95 (4.28-5.73)

0.000

6.29 (4.87-8.13)

0.000

4.73 (3.26-6.86)

0.000

4.44 (3.60-5.46)

0.000

Road surface

0.42 (0.26-0.68)

0.000

0.29 (0.14-0.62)

0.001

0.60 (0.30-1.23)

0.165

1.57 (0.37-6.75)

0.538

Rainy_Weather

0.96 (0.82-1.13)

0.661

0.97 (0.73-1.29)

0.822

0.84 (0.60-1.16)

0.298

1.09 (0.86-1.40)

0.450

Ring_Roads

1.09 (0.92-1.28)

0.291

1.40 (1.11-1.76)

0.005

1.77 (1.24-2.52)

0.002

0.70 (0.51-0.95)

0.024

Motorcycle

2.30 (2.08-2.54)

0.000

-

-

-

-

-

Moped

Primary Causes

Vehicles
1.83 (1.64-2.05)

0.000

-

-

-

-

-

Helmet / Seat-belt

0.63 (0.55-0.72)

0.000

0.65 (0.52-0.81)

0.000

0.86 (0.69-1.07)

0.191

0.34 (0.24-0.48)

0.000

Regulation_2004

0.50 (0.45-0.55)

0.000

0.50 (0.43-0.59)

0.000

0.55 (0.000)

0.000

0.47 (0.40-0.55)

0.000

Note: Each specification includes individual year-dummies. In parenthesis we provide the 95% confidence interval.
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FIGURES
Figure 1. Total road fatalities and the share of PTW fatalities in the EU14 (1996-2005)

Total Road Fatalities and the Share of PWT fatalities in the
European Union 1996-2005
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Source: European Road Safety Observatory (2008)
Figure 2. Percentage change in number of fatalities by mode of transport in the EU14 (1996-2005)

Percentage change in number of fatalities by mode of transport
EU14 (1996-2005)
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Source: European Road Safety Observatory (2008), CARE database.
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Figure 3. Relationship between age and causes of accidents.
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Figure 4a. Relationship between age and causes of accidents with victims by gender. Motorcycle
accidents
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Figure 4b. Relationship between age and causes of accidents with victims by gender. Moped
accidents
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Figure 5a. Relationship between age and causes of accidents by kind of road. Motorcycle accidents
Interurban
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Figure 5b. Relationship between age and causes of accidents by kind of road. Moped accidents
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